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ABSTRACT
Prediction of stocks and the prices of the stock is one of the most crucial points of discussion
amongst the researchers and analysts in the financial domain to date. Every stakeholder and
most importantly the investor desires to earn higher profit for his investment in the market and
try to use several different strategies to invest their money. There are numerous methods to
predict and analyse the movement of the stock prices. They are broadly divided into – statistical
and artificial intelligence-based methods. Artificial intelligence is used to predict the futuristic
prices of stocks and use wide range of algorithms like – SVMs, CNNs, LSTMs, RNNs , etc.
This bibliometric study focusses on the study based primarily on the Scopus database. We have
considered important keywords, authors, citations along with the correlations between the coappearing authors, source titles and keywords with the use of network diagrams for
visualisation. On the basis of this paper, we conclude that there is ample opportunity for
research in the domain of the financial market.
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Introduction
Owing to a lot of uncertainties involved in the process, prediction of the stocks and the price
of the stock is extremely difficult. Investors try to examine the stock before investing and
execute two types of analysis – Fundamental and Technical. The performance of the industries,
overall economy and political environment of the country and intrinsic value of the stocks are
checked during the fundamental analysis. On the other hand, in case of technical analysis, the
stocks are evaluated by studying the old data -volumes, prices and market activity based on the
statistics. In general, the overall trend is scrutinized in order to identify how a particular stock
may perform in near future. The collection and pre-processing of all the information related to
the stocks, its prices, country’s political conditions and the public image of the company or the
industry should be done efficiently by making use of suitable algorithms. Earlier studies have

published vast literature on various methods developed in order to predict the trend of the
stocks. Non-linear-machine-learning techniques have been used considering that the stock is a
non-stationary time-series information. Support vector machine and artificial neural networks
have been widely used to forecast the value of the stock and its price index. A fusion of Hidden
Markov Model, Artificial Neural Network and Genetic algorithms have been used to predict
the behaviour of the stock market. After appropriate training of the past data, the Probablistic
Neural Network based method was also used to predict the direction of the index. Weekly
financial forecasting and tracking the movement directions was done by using the SVM
technique developed by Vapnik in 1999 and the results were better than a few other algorithms
like back propagation neural network and case-based reasoning technique. In a paper published
by Ou and Wang in 2009, the author has included almost 10 techniques to predict the movement
of price pertaining to stock market. The techniques involved – Tree based classifiers, Least
square SVMs, Baysien classifiers and SVMs. Different algorithms can be used in this case
considering the advantages and disadvantages of the same. The output of the classifiers not
only depend on the algorithm, but also rely heavily on the way input features are represented.
To predict the trend with deterministic data, the input may include – a simple 10 day moving
average, a weighted 10 day moving average, relative strength index or commodity channel
index. An article by Kai Chen et.al introduces a use of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) for
prediction of the returns obtained from a stock for a fixed time period wherein the historical
data from the Chinese stock market was obtained [7]. Several studies have used deep learningbased methods to predict the stocks. Apart from the existing artificial neural network methods,
many researchers have used principal component analysis, radial basis function based neural
network and recurrent neural networks in their studies which has given significant results with
better accuracies [9].

Fig. 1: A general model for Stock Prediction

Figure 1 shows a general model that can be used for prediction of stocks and stock prices. The
diagram flow consists of five phases namely – Input data acquisition, pre-processing, feature
extraction, classifier / model, model evaluation phase. In the first phase, the input data is
collated from various sources. The data consist of information from the stock market - volume,
price, index. Input data also contains the information about the technical indicators, trends from
the searches available online and the public dataset, sentiment analysis of the market and the
current political environment of the country and financial news. After collating all the
information from various sources, pre-processing of the data is performed in which problem of
missing data is dealt with and feature scaling is performed on the basis of a common scale in
order to enable data transformation and standardisation. This stage is followed by feature
extraction stage where in for each data set, a particular number of features are extracted and
feature reduction may also be performed depending upon the necessity of retaining only the
important features. In the fourth phase, the features are fed to the machine learning or artificial
intelligence classifiers and in the final stage, the performance of these models can be evaluated.
In this paper, in the first section we have given a brief idea of the topic in the introduction part
which consist of the basic block diagram and its description and information about the
preliminary data collection. In the second and third part we have given the performance
analysis and in the third section we have discussed about the same with the help of network
diagrams. All the references pertaining to the study are mentioned at the end of this paper.

1. Preliminary Data Collection
A query based on the words “Prediction, Stock, Stock Price, Machine Learning, Artificial
Intelligence” was entered in the SCOPUS database as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: List of Keywords: Primary and Secondary
“Prediction” AND “Stock”
Primary Keywords

AND “Stock Price”
“Machine Learning” OR

Secondary Keywords

“Artificial Intelligence”

Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

The basis for the research is the Scopus database using the keywords mentioned above as query
strings. By using these keywords, 136 documents published in English language were retrieved
and are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Language of Publication
Language of Publication
Publication
English
136
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021
Table 3 consists of two parts where the first part represents the data in the form of pie chart and
the second part on the right shows the important keywords and the number of times they have
come up in these documents.
Table 3: Important Keywords and their count

Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

2. Bibliometric Information and Performance Analysis
Posting the query on the SCOPUS database is the initial step towards building a strong
bibliometric report. The crucial information pertaining to the bibliometric analysis mainly the
information of documents with respect to authors, the source titles, year of publication, top
countries publishing the documents and sponsors is fetched .csv format. Thereafter the entire
data corresponding to the co-occurrence and co-authors is visualised and represented in the
form of graphs and networks.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Preliminary Data Analysis
The documents related to prediction of stock and stock price are collected for past 23 years
from the year 1998 to 2021. Figure 2 as shown below exhibits the count of documents
published per year. The diagram clearly shows that the count is on the higher side between
2015 to 2020.

Fig. 2: Yearwise Publications
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Fig. 3: Yearwise publication by different sources
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021
The yearwise publication by different sources is reflected in the plot shown in Figure3. The
ACM International Conference Proceeding Series has topped the charts by publishing

maximum number of documents followed by Proceedings of International Joint Conference
on Neural Networks and Expert Systems with Applications.

Figure 4 reflects the count of the publications pertaining to several subject areas in the field
of prediction of stock and stock prices. As seen below, the maximum publications are in
the field of computer science followed by engineering, mathematics and decision sciences.

Fig. 4: Subject-area wise publication count
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021
The record of the documents by various funding sponsors is shown in Figure 5. It is observed
that National Natural Science Foundation of China has funded maximum of 7 research work
followed by Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico , Coordenação

de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior and Fundamental Research Funds for the
Central Universities

Fig. 5: Documents by Funding Sponsor
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021
The documents published by various countries or territories is shown in Figure 6 where India
tops the rank with maximum i.e., 37 documents followed by 24 published by China and 11
published by United States. These statistics show that there is a lot of scope in other countries
to boost their research in field of financial analysis mainly in the field of computation and
statistics.

Fig.6: Documents by Geographical Locations around the world
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Maximum documents are published by Bu, H., Chou, J.S., Han, I., Kim, M.J., Li, Y., Nayak,
A., Pai, R.M. and Pereira, A.C.M. as shown in Table 4 as per the data published in the Scopus
database.
Table 4: Documents by individual author

Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

As reflected from information in the graph and tabular format in Figure 7, Beihang University
and Korea Advanced Institute of Science & Technology have the maximum publications
followed by Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, The
University of Tokyo, Tsinghua University, National Taiwan University of Science and
Technology and other institutions.

Fig. 7: Documents by Affiliation
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Out of all the documents fetched from the Scopus database, 89 were conference papers, 34
were from the articles, 6 from the conference review, 3 from the review papers and 2 from
the book chapters as shown below in Figure 8.

Fig.8: Documents by Type
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021
3.2 Bibliometric Analysis through Networked Diagrams

The network diagrams are generally considered as one of the most important visualisation
approaches. These approaches are primarily based on graphs, timelines, selforganising
maps, distance-based approaches and circular visualisations. In our study we have
emphasized more on the distance-based approach in order to show the importance of the
relatedness of the nodes and the distance between them. By small distance it can be inferred
that the relatedness is high. Moreover, the timeline-based approach can be used mainly in
case of bibliometric approaches under the assumption that each node can be linked to the
other at some particular time. This is more relevant to visualise the publication related
networks and here the location shows the relatedness of the nodes.

Several software-based tools can be used for visualisation of the bibliometric analysis of
the networks. The most commons tools available are - Pajek (De Nooy, Mrvar, & Batagelj,
2005),CiteSpace (Chen, 2004, 2006), Sci2, VOSviewer (Van Eck & Waltman, 2010) and
Gephi (Bastian, Heymann, & Jacomy, 2009).
Sankey diagrams shown in Figure 9 and 10 give us the overview of the main keywords,
authors and journals and the connections with each other.

Fig. 9: MainAuthors-MainKeywords-MainJournal
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Fig.10: Sankey Diagram: Authors-Keywords-Journal
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

The top journals that published documents for the topics related to prediction of stock and stock
prices from the year 2013 to the year 2021 is shown in the Figure 11. The list also reflects the
number of papers published.

Fig. 11: Top Journals from 2013 to 2021
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021
The most popular and topmost keywords from the year 1998 to 2021 is show in the Figure 12.
Keywords mainly consist of words like – artificial intelligence; machine learning; computation;
stock market; stock prediction; sentiment analysis; data mining; support vector machine;
regression; prediction; random forest; deep learning; data pre-processing; natural language
processing; financial timeseries; evolutionary algorithm; forecast; computational; intelligence;
neural network etc.

Fig. 12: Top Keywords from 1998-2021
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

3.3 Network Diagrams and Analysis
Figures 13 to 19 depict the network connections represented by the network diagrams. With
the help of MiniVan software, Figure 13 shows the authors and the author keywords
coappearing in the same paper. Figure 14 is designed using the VoSViewer and shows the
authors and co-citations as per the information fetched form the Scopus database.

Fig. 13: Authors and Author Keywords co-appearing in the same papers.
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Fig. 14: Authors and Co-Citation(https://www.vosviewer.com)
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

The network diagrams showing the connection of the authors and source titles appearing
together in the same papers is shown in Figure 15 with the help of MiniVan and the
visualisation of the networks with respect to the keywords is depicted with the help of
VoSViewer as shown in Figure 16.

Fig. 15: Authors and source titles co-appearing in the same papers.
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Fig. 16: Visualization of Networks based on Keywords (https://www.vosviewer.com)
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

The network diagram for cocitation of authors and the diagram for the authors keywords
appearing in the same papers is shown in Figure 17 and 18 respectively. Figure 19 represents
the network drawn using the information from the reference scape. The network is extracted
from the .csv file downloaded from the Scopus database and the reference scape uses the
topmost references to project – authors, journals and keywords.

Fig. 17: Network Diagram for Co-Citation of Authors (https://www.vosviewer.com)
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Fig. 18: Author Keywords coappearing in the same papers
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Fig.19: Reference-scape (https://gephi.org)
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021
Table 5: Top Cited Articles (Citations 156-31)
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Table 6: Top Cited Articles (Citations 26-13)
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

Table 7: Top Cited Articles (Citations 12-10)
Source: fetched from http://www.scopus.com on 14th March 2021

4. Limitations of the Study
This study and the analysis in this paper is primarily undertaken by fetching the information
from the Scopus database. However, for a more extensive study, the analysis can be done
by using information from Google Scholar, Web of Science and Science Direct as well.

5. Conclusion
This article uses the bibliometric analysis approach for the prediction of stocks and stock
price using the artificial intelligence based and related computational techniques. The
documents are retrieved from the Scopus database and directs the attention of the readers
to the fact that this an emerging area of the general reader as well as the researchers related
to the financial domain. Most of the ongoing research in this domain is mainly carried out
in India and China while the leading funding sponsors are National Natural Science
Foundation of China and Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico Tecnológico.
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